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Explore Arizona's vast open spaces, dreamy canyons, and colorful culture with Moon Arizona & the Grand Canyon.
Inside you'll find: Strategic, flexible itineraries from day hikes in the Grand Canyon to a two-week Arizona road trip,
designed for outdoor adventurers, history buffs, foodies, and more Can't-miss highlights and unique experiences: Embark
on a multi-day expedition into the depths of the Grand Canyon, discover hidden streams on a hike through high-desert
forests, or find the best spots to hit the slopes in winter. Take a scenic drive along historic Route 66, learn about
Arizona's ancient native cultures, and stroll charming Old West towns. Explore the red rock cliffs around Sedona, watch
your favorite MLB team play during Spring Training, and sample Southwest cuisine from spicy enchiladas to Sonoran hot
dogs How to plan a Grand Canyon adventure, including coverage of towns near gateways to the park Local insight from
Arizona local Tim Hull on when to go, where to stay, and how to get around Full-color photos and detailed maps
throughout Focused coverage of Phoenix, Scottsdale, and the Valley of the Sun, Tucson and Southern Arizona,
Flagstaff, Sedona, and Red Rock Country, Navajo and Hopi Country, the White Mountains and the Gila Valley, the Grand
Canyon and the Arizona Strip, and the Lower Colorado River Practical information including background on Arizona's
landscape, climate, wildlife, and culture With Moon Arizona & the Grand Canyon's practical tips and local expertise, you
can plan your trip your way. Seeing more of the Southwest? Check out Moon New Mexico or Moon Phoenix. Hitting the
road? Try Moon Southwest Road Trip or Moon Route 66 Road Trip.
Compact yet comprehensive, The Nature of Florida takes novice naturalists through an easy-to-read basic explanation of
species, field identification tips, the evolution of animals and plants, Florida''s geography and vegetation, before delving
into more detailed species identification. Exhaustively researched, beautifully illustrated throughout and organized into
color-coded sections, The Nature of Florida highlights over 310 familiar plants, animals, and the state''s outstanding
natural attractions. Each listing is accompanied by a detailed full-color drawing, the species'' common and scientific
name, its size, a simple description and an indication of its habitat. Brief comments provide more information on each
species and assist in further identification. A section at the back of the book includes maps and descriptions of Florida''s
various regions, and then listings of the major natural attractions within each of those regions. A handy checklist at the
very back allows enthusiasts to keep track of the species they have personally observed.
Add fun, history, and jaw-dropping natural wonders to your southwestern road trip with RoadTrip America's Arizona and
New Mexico: 25 Scenic Side Trips, each one beginning and ending at an Interstate highway and drivable within a day.
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Full-color maps and photographs illustrate easy-to-follow scenic routes through breathtaking landscapes and iconic
towns in Arizona and New Mexico. Discover the surreal beauty of White Sands, watch the sun set over Monument Valley,
or explore the subterranean marvels of Carlsbad Caverns. Find out why Jerome was "the Wickedest Town in the West"
or walk in the footsteps of Wyatt Earp in Tombstone. Pamper yourself at a spa in Taos or soak up the vibes at an "energy
vortex" in the red rocks of Sedona. With this brand-new, up-to-date guide as your companion, all this and much, much
more will be yours to discover and enjoy—one extra day at a time! Stunning color imagery and photography throughout
Easy-to read, full-color route maps with points of interest, mileage, and more Color-coded pages for easy identification of
routes by geographic region Up-to-date insider tips for getting the most out of each route and staying safe Phone
numbers, websites and visitor info for parks, attractions, and out-of-the-ordinary lodging & dining Researched and written
by native Arizonan and adventure traveler Rick Quinn, whose road trips have taken him from Tierra del Fuego to Alaska
and San Francisco to Washington D.C. Photographer, travel writer, and anthropologist, Quinn is an expert on the
topography, history, and culture of the American southwest and how best to enjoy its wonders by automobile. -- Rick
Quinn
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook!
Go to fodors.com for details. Written by local experts, Fodor's travel guides have been offering advice and professionally
vetted recommendations for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. From the vastness of the Grand Canyon to Sedona’s
red rocks and the living Sonoran Desert, Arizona’s landscapes are awe-inspiring. The state’s spectacular canyons,
blooming deserts, raging rivers, petrified forests, and scenic mountains enthrall lovers of the outdoors in pursuit of hiking,
rafting, golf, or picturesque spots to watch the sunset. In full-color throughout, Fodor's Arizona and the Grand Canyon
helps travelers take advantage of the state's myriad pleasures, including outstanding museums and galleries, Navajo and
Hopi cultural experiences, three national parks, and world-renowned spas. This travel guide includes: •PULLOUT MAP:
A handy take-along map provides added value, giving travelers essential information so they can travel with confidence
•ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE contains a brief introduction and spectacular color photos that capture the ultimate
experiences and attractions throughout Arizona & The Grand Canyon •UPDATED COVERAGE: The guide features the
latest hotel and restaurant openings throughout the state, particularly the fast-growing Phoenix and Tuscan areas.
•ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Illustrated features advise travelers on how to experience some of Arizona's top outdoor
activities: star-gazing; exploring canyons, deserts, mountains, flora, and fauna; and the ultimate Grand Canyon
adventure, rafting the Colorado River. Spotlights highlight Phoenix-area golf, visiting Native American reservations, and
the Wild West. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: Each chapter opens with an orientation map, the top
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reasons to go, and other essential information to help visitors plan their time effectively. Dining and Lodging map atlases
in Phoenix and Tucson make locating a hotel or meal simple. A Top Picks chart for Grand Canyon hiking trails helps
travelers choose a hike based on length, grade, trail conditions, time of year, and level of difficulty. •DISCERNING
RECOMMENDATIONS: Fodor's Arizona and the Grand Canyon offers savvy advice and recommendations from local
writers to help travelers make the most of their visit. Fodor's Choice designates our best picks in every category.
•COVERS: Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tempe, Tucson, the Grand Canyon, Sedona, Petrified Forest National Park, Monument
Valley, Yuma, the Hoover Dam, Flagstaff, and more.
The Grand Canyon has been saved from dams three times in the last century. Unthinkable as it may seem today, many
people promoted damming the Colorado River in the canyon during the early twentieth century as the most feasible
solution to the water and power needs of the Pacific Southwest. These efforts reached their climax during the 1960s
when the federal government tried to build two massive hydroelectric dams in the Grand Canyon. Although not located
within the Grand Canyon National Park or Monument, they would have flooded lengthy, unprotected reaches of the
canyon and along thirteen miles of the park boundary. Saving Grand Canyon tells the remarkable true story of the
attempts to build dams in one of America’s most spectacular natural wonders. Based on twenty-five years of research,
this fascinating ride through history chronicles a hundred years of Colorado River water development, demonstrates how
the National Environmental Policy Act came to be, and challenges the myth that the Sierra Club saved the Grand
Canyon. It also shows how the Sierra Club parlayed public perception as the canyon’s savior into the leadership of the
modern environmental movement after the National Environmental Policy Act became law. The tale of the Sierra Club
stopping the dams has become so entrenched—and so embellished—that many historians, popular writers, and filmmakers
have ignored the documented historical record. This epic story puts the events from 1963–1968 into the broader context
of Colorado River water development and debunks fifty years of Colorado River and Grand Canyon myths.
This guide presents the most interesting and accessible portions of the Arizona National Scenic Trail in 26 carefully
crafted routes.
In this captivating new guide Roger Naylor features all twenty-seven of Arizona's state-designated scenic and historic roads,
including five National Scenic Byways.
New parents and parents of toddlers face unique challenges when it comes to planning outdoor trips. “Family-friendly trail” is often
a misleading phrase, and doesn’t take young children under the age of 5 into consideration, whose safety and comfort require a
different perspective. The unpredictable nature of little ones leads many parents to put their adventure dreams on the back burner,
missing out on years of meaningful experiences as a family. Hike it Baby presents 100 outdoor adventures across the U.S. that
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you can take with babies and toddlers (really!), along with everything you need to know about exploring the natural world. Sourced
from real families using Hike it Baby’s trail-tested system, this book helps moms and dads get out there in their comfort zone, yet
feel like hardcore adventurers! Whether you’ve always wanted to hike part of the Appalachian Trail, splash around in gentle
Northwest waterfalls, or scramble up rocks in the desert surrounded by Joshua Trees, this book shows you how to plan a truly
memorable journey together.
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with monthly and annual National
summaries.
Discover 25 scenic alternatives to Interstates that take only a few hours to enjoy. Stunning photography, detailed maps, and easyto-follow narrative guide the way through breathtaking landscapes and iconic western towns in Arizona and New Mexico. Packed
with up-to-date discoveries, enchanting history, roadside wonders, and best-kept secrets, this outstanding new guidebook adds
extraordinary two-lane adventure to straight-line Interstate road trips.
This ultimate hiker's bucket list, from the celebrated Appalachian Trail to Micronesia's off-the-beaten-path Six Waterfalls Hike,
treks through 100 energizing experiences for all levels. Filled with beautiful National Geographic photography, wisdom from expert
hikers like Andrew Skurka, need-to-know travel information, and practical wildlife-spotting tips, this inspirational guide offers the
planet's best experiences for hikers and sightseers. From short day hikes--California's Sierra High Route, Lake Agnes Teahouse in
Alberta, Norway's Mt. Skala--to multiday excursions like Mt. Meru in Tanzania and multi-week treks (Egypt's Sinai Trail, Bhutan's
Snowman Trek, and the Bibbulum Track in Australia), you'll find a hike that matches your interests and skill level. Crossing all
continents and climates (from the jungles of Costa Rica to the ice fields in Alaska's Kenai Fjords National Parks), as well as
experiences (a wine route through Switzerland or moose spotting on the Teton Crest Trail in Wyoming,) there is a trail for
everyone in these pages. So pack your gear and lace your boots: this comprehensive and innovative guide will lead you to
experience the best hikes of your life!
One of America’s most significant architects of conservation and the environment, Stewart Udall, comes to life in this
environmental biography. Perhaps no other public official or secretary of the interior has ever had as much success in
environmental protection, natural resource conservation, and outdoor recreation opportunity creation as Udall. A progressive
Mormon, born and raised in rural Arizona, Udall served as the U.S. Secretary of the Interior under the presidential cabinets of John
F. Kennedy and Lyndon Baines Johnson from 1961-1969. During these eight years, he established dozens of new national park
units and national wildlife refuges, wrote the Endangered Species Preservation Act, lobbied for unpolluted water, and offered ways
to beautify urban spaces and bring the impoverished out of poverty. Later in life, he continued as an advocate for conservation and
the environment, specifically by proposing solutions to the challenges associated with global warming and the widespread use of
oil. What can we learn from this farsighted individual? In a day and age of partisan politics, poor congressional approval ratings,
and global warming and climate change, this captivating biography offers a profound and historical record into Udall’s life-long
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devotion to environmental issues he cared about most deeply—issues more relevant today than they were then. Intimate moments
include Udall’s learning of the Kennedy assassination, his push for civil rights for African Americans, his meeting in the U.S.S.R.
with Nikita Khrushchev—the first Kennedy cabinet member to do so—and his warnings about global warming 50 years prior to Al
Gore’s Nobel Prize-winning film.

Nature-Based Solutions and Water Security: An Action Agenda for the 21st Century presents an action agenda for
natural infrastructure on topics of standards and principles, technical evaluation and design tools, capacity building and
innovative finance. Chapters introduce the topic and concepts of natural infrastructure, or nature-based solutions (NBS)
and water security, with important background on the urgency of the global water crisis and the role that NBS can, and
should play, in addressing this crisis. Sections also present the community of practice’s collective thinking on a
prioritized action agenda to guide more rapid progress in mainstreaming NBS. With contributions from global authors,
including key individuals and organizations active in developing NBS solutions, users will also find important conclusions
and recommendations, thus presenting a collaboratively developed, consensus roadmap to scaling NBS. Covers all
issues of water security and natural infrastructures Presents a comprehensive state of synthesis, providing readers with a
solid grounding in the field of natural infrastructures and water security Includes a fully workable and intuitive roadmap for
action that is presented as a guide to the most important actions for practitioners, research questions for academics, and
information on promising careers for students entering the field
Whether you want to hike the Grand Canyon, golf in Phoenix, or take a road trip on Route 66, the local Fodor’s travel
experts in Arizona are here to help! Fodor’s Arizona and the Grand Canyon guidebook is packed with maps, carefully
curated recommendations, and everything else you need to simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of
your time. This new edition has been fully-redesigned with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color
photos. Fodor’s Arizona and the Grand Canyon travel guide includes: AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES
GUIDE to the top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to effectively organize your days and maximize your
time MORE THAN 30 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate confidently COLOR PHOTOS throughout to spark your
wanderlust! HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the best sights, restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping,
activities, and more PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on “Best Hikes in Arizona” “Best Day Trips From
Phoenix,” “What to Eat and Drink in Arizona,” “What to Buy,” and more TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL
TIPS including when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and money HISTORICAL AND
CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local art, Native American culture, architecture, cuisine, and more
SPECIAL FEATURES on “Arizona’s Landscape Adventures,” “Exploring the Colorado River,” “Valley of the Sun Golf,”
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“Native American Experience,” “The Wild West” and more LOCAL WRITERS to help you find the under-the-radar gems
UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE ON: Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tempe, Tucson, Sedona, the Grand Canyon, Antelope Canyon,
Monument Valley, Page, Horseshoe Bend, the Colorado River, Lake Havasu, Lake Powell, Prescott, Flagstaff, Williams,
Jerome, Saguaro National Park, the Petrified Forest, the Painted Desert, Kartchner Caverns, the Coronado Trail, Glen
Canyon, the Hopi Mesas, Navajo Nation, Route 66, the Hoover Dam, and more. Planning on visiting America’s national
parks? Check out Fodor’s National Parks of the West. *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide
does not contain all the images or text included in the physical edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's
Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and
budgets for over 80 years. For more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at
fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our
friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and share your experience with
us!
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
Roadtrip America 25 Scenic Side Trips in Arizona and New MexicoRoadtrip America Scenic Side T
With more than 4 million people, the Phoenix metropolitan area is one of the country's largest. Surprisingly, it's also one
of the most diverse and dramatic for hikers, with scenic destinations ranging from area parks, greenbelts, and preserves
to high and low deserts and breathtaking mountains. This easy-to-use guide features the best scenic day hikes,
determined by author Charles Liu using state-of-the-art GPS technology. These hikes are geared to every skill level,
whether it's a comfortable stroll for the family or a tricky trek for the more fearless hiker. Stretching from Hidden Valley to
the south to the Superstition Wilderness to the north, the book contains clear trail maps and profiles complemented by
detailed descriptions and useful at-a-glance information. All roughly within an hour's drive of the Valley of the Sun, the
trails highlighted in this updated edition begin right inside the city limits with popular Camelback Mountain.
Includes history of bills and resolutions.
The second novel in the gripping Georgian mystery series chronicling the adventures of Robert Fairfax. A must-read for
fans of historical crime fiction. It's 1761. Travelling up to the country home of his new employer, Robert Fairfax is aware
that this lonely stretch of road is the haunt of a notorious highwayman. But nothing can prepare him for the shocking
discovery of the Stamford to London stagecoach, tipped into a ditch. The driver has been shot through the head and the
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two passengers are dead. Investigating at the behest of his employer, the local JP, Fairfax soon suspects that this is
more than a simple highway robbery. Fairfax must piece together his most baffling puzzle yet - knowing that a ruthless
killer will stop at nothing to prevent him...
Winner of the 2017 EDRA Great Places Award (Research Category) Winner of the 2017 VT ASLA Chapter Award of
Excellence (Communications Category) The Renewable Energy Landscape is a definitive guide to understanding,
assessing, avoiding, and minimizing scenic impacts as we transition to a more renewable energy future. It focuses
attention, for the first time, on the unique challenges solar, wind, and geothermal energy will create for landscape
protection, planning, design, and management. Topics addressed include: Policies aimed at managing scenic impacts
from renewable energy development and their social acceptance within North America, Europe and Australia Visual
characteristics of energy facilities, including the design and planning techniques for avoiding or mitigating impacts or
improving visual fit Methods of assessing visual impacts or energy projects and the best practices for creating and using
visual simulations Policy recommendations for political and regulatory bodies. A comprehensive and practical book, The
Renewable Energy Landscape is an essential resource for those engaged in planning, designing, or regulating the
impacts of these new, critical energy sources, as well as a resource for communities that may be facing the prospect of
development in their local landscape.
Some vols. include supplemental journals of "such proceedings of the sessions, as, during the time they were depending,
were ordered to be kept secret, and respecting which the injunction of secrecy was afterwards taken off by the order of
the House."
Insight Guides: all you need to inspire every step of your journey. An in-depth book, now with free app and eBook. This is
a comprehensive book about all the National Parks in the western states of the USA. It includes a guide around each
park, giving ideal lengths of time to spend in each and top attractions to priorities if you only have a limited time. Over 400
pages of insider knowledge from local experts In-depth on history and culture, from 1832 to 2017 including information on
the set up of the National Park system in the US and when and why each park was given National Park status Enjoy
special features on the flora found in the National Parks, in-depth history into the Grand Canyon and Native Americans
Includes innovative extras that are unique in the market - all Insight Guides to countries and regions come with a free
eBook and app that's regularly updated with new hotel, bar, restaurant, shop and local event listings Invaluable maps,
travel tips and practical information ensure effortless planning Inspirational colour photography throughout
Inventivedesign makes for an engaging reading experience About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 years'
experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and
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maps as well as picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination
of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning
tool to inspire your next adventure. About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing highquality, visual travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed
eBooks and apps to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography
and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next
adventure.
Now, for the first time, Arizona visitors and residents can set out on any part of the Arizona National Scenic Trail with a
'bible' of the trail's twists and turns, its flora and fauna, and its geology. In an easy-to-use format, Your Complete Guide to
the Arizona National Scenic Trail serves up the 800-mile trail, section by section (43 altogether) so that day-hikers as well
as thru-hikers can feel confident about the route. Inspired by the magnificence of the scenery, wildlife, and diversity of
terrain, this new book is an irreplaceable source for any hiker, mountain biker, or equestrian heading for the Arizona
National Scenic Trail.
Stories from the archives of Southern Arizona Guide
Eat Mesquite and More celebrates native food forests of the Sonoran Desert and beyond with over 170 recipes featuring wild, indigenous
foods, including mesquite, acorn, barrel cactus, chiltepin, cholla, desert chia, desert herbs and flowers, desert ironwood, hackberry, palo
verde, prickly pear, saguaro, wolfberry, and wild greens. The recipes--contributed by desert dwellers, harvesters, chefs, and
innovators--capture a spirit of adventure and reverence inviting both newcomers and seasoned experts to try new foods and experiment with
new flavors. More than a cookbook, this guide also encourages a renaissance of "wild agriculture," one that foregrounds the ethical
harvesting and selection of wild foods and the re-planting of native food sources in urban and residential areas without imported water or
fertilizers. It contains stories of significant individuals, organizations, and businesses that have contributed knowledge, products, and
innovation in the planting, harvesting, and use of wild, native desert foods. Additional essays reveal the poetry of the foraging life, how to
plant the rain, and medicinal uses and ethnobotanical histories of desert plants. Many of the food plants included in this cookbook--or close
relatives of them--can be found or grown in the other deserts and drylands of North America and South America. As such, this book becomes
a template for harvesting and cooking throughout the Americas. Universally, its concepts and approach can help communities everywhere
collaborate with their ecosystem, while enhancing the health of all.
Explore the wide open spaces of Arizona with this guide to roads less traveled and awe-inspiring sights less seen. Backroads of Arizona
guides you into the heart of Arizona's sun-shiny beauty and fascinating history. In this thoroughly updated edition, you'll find twenty-five
driving tours and adventures that take you off the beaten path to stunning landscapes and breathtakingly beautiful vistas. Marvel at the
multicolored hues of the Painted Desert and the jaw-dropping majesty of the snowcapped San Francisco Peaks. Wander into a sky-high
forest of regal ponderosa pines and quaking aspens near Flagstaff, scan the deep blue waters of Lake Havasu on the western border, and
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feel dwarfed by the incredible Grand Canyon. With scenic drives in all corners of the state, Backroads of Arizona offers insight into Arizona's
rich history, from the Spanish conquistadors seeking the legendary cities of gold to the Wild West shootout at Tombstone's OK Corral.
Thanks to the maps and directions to the Grand Canyon State's unique scenic, historic, and cultural attractions, you can explore prehistoric
cliff dwellings, hike to see a mountainside of cacti in bloom, or get your kicks on Route 66. This second edition includes new routes along
timeless roads, with fresh images and pithy stories of what can be found along the way. Discover something off the beaten path, and make
memories you'll never forget.
Arizona Bucket List Adventure Guide & Journal takes you on a quest to discover 50 must-see natural wonders in the Grand Canyon State.
For each of the 50 places, there's a page that tells you the best time to go, how to get there and how to get permits or passes, if needed. On
the opposite page, you check it off your bucket list and journal about your experience. Organized by region: Tourist magnets like Grand
Canyon, Antelope Canyon, Horseshoe Bend, and Monument Valley are in the North Region. In North Central, you'll find tips for amazing sites
near Sedona like West Fork Oak Creek, Devil's Bridge, and the vortexes. Other regions include the Superstition Mountains, Lower Salt River,
Lake Havasu, Ringbolt (Arizona) Hot Springs, Saguaro National Park, Sabino Canyon, and more.
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